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Semantic MediaWiki

An extension to MediaWiki that allows for storing 
and querying text in the wiki as data, turning the 

wiki into a “collaborative database”.



  

“Semantic Bundle”

A collection of Semantic MediaWiki-based 
extensions that can be downloaded together – I 

help to maintain it.

These also represent, in my opinion, the ideal set 
of extensions to be used jointly with SMW 

(although there are many other helpful MediaWiki 
extensions).



  

Some of the Semantic Bundle 
extensions

● Semantic MediaWiki

● Semantic Result Formats

● Semantic Maps

● Semantic Compound 
Queries

● Semantic Forms

● Semantic Drilldown

● Semantic Internal Objects

● External Data

● Data Transfer

● Approved Revs

● ParserFunctions

● Widgets

● Header Tabs

● Replace Text

● Admin Links



  

Semantic Result Formats

Additional display formats for Semantic 
MediaWiki: calendars, graphs, etc.



  

Semantic Result Formats:
timeline format



  

Semantic Result Formats:
calendar format



  

googlebar (Google bar chart) format



  

googlepie (Google pie chart) format



  

“exhibit” format



  

Semantic Maps

Map-based display and input of coordinate data.



  

Semantic Maps: Google Maps



  

Semantic Maps: OpenLayers



  

Semantic Compound Queries

Can display multiple Semantic MediaWiki queries 
at the same time.



  

Semantic Compound Queries: map



  

Semantic Compound Queries: 
calendar



  

Semantic Forms

Allows for making forms for creating and editing 
template-based wiki pages.

Forms can also be used to run search queries.



  

Semantic Forms

Features include:

● many input types (text, textarea, dropdown, 
radio button, checkboxes, listbox, combo box, date 
field)
● autocompletion (single and multiple values)
● other extensions can define additional input 
types (Semantic Maps defines a map-based input)
● field validation (mandatory fields, etc.)



  

Semantic Drilldown

Provides a drill-down interface for SMW data.



  

Semantic Internal Objects

Allows for saving “n-ary data”, such as a table of 
information, within a wiki page.



  

External Data

Can query the information from a web-based API, 
database or LDAP server, and display it (and, 

using SMW, store it) on a wiki page.



  

“External Data” on OpenCongress.org



  

Data Transfer

Can import and export template-based 
information into and out of the wiki, via either 

XML or CSV.



  

Approved Revs

Lets administrators mark a certain revision of a 
page as approved; that revision (and its semantic 

data) are then displayed to users.

(This is a simpler alternative to the FlaggedRevs 
extension, used on Wikipedia.)



  

ParserFunctions

Helpful parser functions for logic (like “#if”), 
math, and string manipulation.

Not at all semantic-related, but indispensable!



  

Widgets

Enables adding pre-set bits of HTML and 
Javascript to pages, to enable video players, audio 

players and many others.

Eliminates the need for many 10-line MediaWiki 
extensions.



  

Header Tabs

Allows for easily creating tabbed sections in both 
regular pages and forms.



  

Replace Text

Global text search-and-replace.



  

Admin Links

Provides a page of helpful links for administrators.



  

Admin Links
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